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About This Game

Embark on an epic quest to recover the stolen treasures of Ancient Egypt in LUXOR: Mah Jong. The fun and challenge is
unending with 200 unique layouts available in 3 awesome play modes; Adventure, Single and Traditional. Three difficulty

settings ensure that any player will find a challenge, and 3 exotic tile sets make LUXOR: Mah Jong a truly custom experience.
Can you work your way up from a lowly farm hand to become the Pharaoh of all Egypt?

200 Unique Mah Jong Layouts
3 Exotic Tile Sets
5 Magical Power-Ups
3 Difficulty Settings
3 Modes of Play - Adventure, Single, Traditional
Unique Player Ranking system
All New Adventures in the Land of Egypt
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luxor mahjong. luxor mahjong free download full version

if you press the eye tile, Isis will come...careful!. easy casual game with various versions of mahjong

79/100. Great game. Does run on Windows 10 in full screen mode for me. Just don't switch to another program because you will
lose the game (it'll show a small, blacked-out window instead of full screen graphics). The game is pretty good about saving
progress so if it happens, not that big a deal.. Sometime works, sometime not.. Nice egyptian themed majong game. Fun too..
Great game!. LUXOR: Mah Jong is Mahjong so you know right off the bat what to expect. If you don't like Mahjong, you wont
like this game either, but for fans of the game LUXOR: Mah Jong offers stylish graphics, several modes of play, period specific
egyptian music and a wide variety of power-ups that tweak the traditional game just enough to keep things interesting. The game
also supports the Steam Overlay although true widescreen is not available. In most respects, LUXOR: Mah Jong is a polished
puzzle game and deserves to be in the library of any serious Mahjong player. I highly recommend this game to fans of the genre,
or even casual newcomers who enjoy a well done casual game.. easy casual game with various versions of mahjong

79\/100. Nice egyptian themed majong game. Fun too.
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This is the best (the "easy" one ^^) type of mahjong - solitaire mahjong. I think there isn't much to explain, LUXOR: Mah Jong
is one of most interesting casual puzzle games on Steam. It does have a nice theme, some types of tiles are well done, there is
pretty comfy background music and it's really fun to play. I guess that's everything you ever need from this kind of game. It also
works fine on modern systems. But if you are not sure about getting this one, there is a demo version available on Steam. Have
fun!. at least its not the same game copy and pasted. I can now happily report that I have played the last game of PC mahjong in
my life.. Great if you like Mah Jong. I dont like Mah Jong.. For puzzle enthusiasts

Luxor Mahjong basically sets you up with solving a series of 'Mahjong' puzzles.

 If you're not familiar with mahjong (like I was before I began), basically gameplay involves clicking on two familiar looking
tiles. You need to keep selecting the same looking tiles until you find two golden ones. After selecting the two gold ones, you
will win the level and proceed with the next. The complicated aspect of this is that you can't select tiles which are underneath or
blocked off by tiles to the left and right (so you need to clear the other tiles first). To assist you there are a few red tiles which
allows you to manipulate the game a bit such as changing position of two tiles or showing you available combinations for a
limited amount of time. The aim is to reach the two gold tiles with as little moves as possible as the remaining tiles will get
added to your score.

There is an egyptian sound track that makes you feel like you were in that ancient setting. There is no story or voice acting
though, which isn't a bad thing because this game is just about puzzles.

If you love puzzles (especially mahjong) then you should pick this game up, else you should stay away.. It only runs at 640x480
and the perspective is really bad (you can barely spot height differences). Don't bother. Mahjong(g) is sure jolly, yet this
rendition isn't.

There's a whole SP campaign of different layouts to play, so I suppose it's not lacking in content.. Pretty fine adaptation of one
of the most famous oriental tabletop games, though it can get old after around 50 boards. Despite that it has decent variability
on its own, though the shuffle buttom can sometime glitch up and not work. A fine game, but the price might be a little to
expensive for what it offers.. Play almost every day.. all the games i got i am addicted to this lol
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